Let's dry your clothes outside!

Features

Laundry Pole Holders

1. Light and thin, but super durable
2. Space saving
3. Easy to change angles (or height)
4. Made in Japan

NPB series (Railing mounted type)

NPSA series (Railing mounted type)
● Easy to attach the sliding pole to base
● Height Adjustment: 4 levels
● Angle of the arm: 35°(fixed)
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For your intended use, choose an arm.

New!

Stainless Steel

SC

New!
Even though you mount at the lower area,
you can keep required minimum height
(650mm) with NPB-50L.

Light and thin, but super
durable - sliding laundry pole holders
attached on railings and balcony barriers.

● Easy to attach the sliding pole to base
● Height Adjustment: 4 levels
You can choose arm size for your intended use.
Min 650mm

Silver

SI

Space saving
NPB-50M

Safety lock function

Space saving

Height adjustment

Space saving sliding holder

Safety lock function

Black

BK

Height adjustment

Min. width 51mm

NPB-50L

Stainless Steel

SC

45°

35°
You can change the height
by changing the location of the
pole stopper.

25°

A lever keeps the sliding square pole
from dropping sharply.

Easy to fold the arm down holding a laundry pole holder.

Easy to fold the arm down holding a laundry pole
holder.

A lever keeps the sliding square pole from dropping
sharply.

You can adjust the height of pole for intended use.
Height adjustment: 4 levels

You can adjust the height of pole for
intended use.
Height adjustment: 4 levels (each
120mm)

Item Number

S i l v e r ：NPSA1-50J-SI, NPSA1-35-SI
B l a c k ：NPSA1-50J-BK, NPSA1-35-BK
Stainless Steel：NPSA1-50J-SC, NPSA1-35-SC
Dark Bronze：NPSA1-50J-DB, NPSA1-35-DB

Sliding Square pole：Aluminium extrusion

Material

Arm：Aluminium

Sliding Square pole：Aluminium extrusion

Sliding Square pole：Alumite treatment

Finishing

Arm：Acrylic urethane resin painting

Sliding Square pole：Alumite treatment

60kg/ pair

Proof loading

60kg/ pair

Q'ty

2pcs (1pair)

Q'ty

2pcs (1pair)

Retail Price in Japan

NPB-50M：JPY12,500

Retail Price in Japan

NPSA1-50J：JPY16,500

Item Number

S i l v e r ：NPB-50M-SI, NPB-50L-SI
B l a c k ：NPB-50M-BK, NPB-50L-BK
Stainless Steel：NPB-50M-SC, NPB-50L-SC

Material

Arm：Aluminium

Finishing

Arm：Acrylic urethane resin painting

Proof loading

※Bolts for installing are not included.

NPB-50L：JPY15,000

(tax excluded)

※Bolts for installing are not included.

NPSA1-35：JPY16,000

(tax excluded)

DB

Angle adjustment

How to change the height of a pole holder

Use a hand driver.

Dark Bronze

Space saving sliding holder

New!

NPB-50M

NPSA1-50J

Side View of Railing and
Laundry Pole Holder
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NKE series (Wall or Railing mounted type)
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NKE-50J
Dark Bronze

45°
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Between the lowest part
of the arm and the
finished floor level
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NPB-50L

NKE-50M

It is suitable for the place where a base is
required to install at lower place
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Min. width 51mm

Width38mm
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Space saving sliding holder
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Slim and durable base
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Side View of Railing and
Laundry Pole Holder
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Between the lowest part
of the arm and the
finished floor level
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The bottom
hole of the arm

NKE-50M For condos

NKE-35 For small space

Min 650mm
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The bottom
hole of the arm
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Between the lowest part
of the arm and the
finished floor level
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Item Number

NKE-50J
F o r c o n d o s：NKE-50M
For small space：NKE-35

Material

Aluminium

Finishing

Acrylic urethane resin painting

Proof loading

120kg/ pair (Arm position: the horizontal under vertical load)

Q'ty

2pcs (1pair)

Retail Price in Japan

NKE-50j,NKE-50M：JPY5,500

※Bolts for installing are not included.

NKE-35：JPY5,000

(tax excluded)
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The bottom
hole of the arm

(863)

NKE-50M is suitable for the place where a base
is required to install at lower place.

(842)

It is easy to fold the arm down and move both
left and right, when unnecessary.

1100

A base is easy to attach on wall and various
sizes of railings.

Installation and Safety Instructions
- This product shall not be installed out of railings in balcony area.
- To prevent climbing, the lowest part of the arm should be at least 650mm measured from the finished floor level or the last climbable toehold (Act on Public
Housing in Japan).
- People may injury caused by falling from a height if the lowest part of the arm is less than 650mm from the floor level or the last climbable toehold.
- Choose suitable bolts for installing.
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